CBA provides key Project Controls resource for Ruhlin

When The Ruhlin Company was searching for a top tier lead scheduler with extensive field experience in both Primavera P6 and 4D Visual Planning to work on a critical power plant construction schedule, CBA’s candidate stood out from the pack. CBA was able to provide Ruhlin with a Virtual Design Construction Consultant who helped complete the schedule and integrate it with the design models. Ruhlin ultimately decided upon CBA as their staffing provider for two defining reasons:

1. **Past history with CBA:** “We’ve always had positive experiences with CBA in the past and appreciate the support received on other projects.” CBA has worked closely with The Ruhlin Company for a number of years on other non-staffing related jobs and has become a main provider of P6 training which keeps that relationship growing.

2. **The right candidate:** “The individual you were able to supply had a wealth of knowledge in the specific industry we needed. We were looking for someone who has experience in Power-Hydro Electric and CBA delivered.” Since bringing them onboard in 2011, they’ve experienced no issues with their new team member.

“**The individual you were able to supply had a wealth of knowledge in the specific industry we needed.**”

---

Douglas Hartz, Civil Division Operations Manager, The Ruhlin Company

Due to these positive factors, The Ruhlin Company did not extensively consider any other staffing providers. Doug noted that, compared to staffing companies they have worked with in the past, “CBA was easier to work with. They spent more time focusing on Ruhlin which made the process smoother and more enjoyable.”

CBA has the professionals and experience to help clients in need of project related staffing, software, training or services, and we are happy that Ruhlin remains committed to CBA services for their future needs.

### CBA Support from Project Management Specialists

- CBA has an in-house database of pre-qualified and trusted candidates
- We use trusted partners when pre-existing candidates aren’t available
- Our evaluation and rating system targets key strengths for different industries, job titles, and skill sets
- Candidates are pre-screened, and personally interviewed by our Director of Staffing, who has a strong background in project management principles and is well versed in Primavera products
- CBA has an expedited system for on boarding new hires and takes the hassle out of the process